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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Oversight Committee began investigating the pernicious effects of lies about election administration on our democracy in early 2021. In particular, the Committee has investigated how misinformation and disinformation drive fraudulent efforts to cast doubt on legitimate election results, increase threats to election administrators, and create pathways for bad actors to subvert our democratic elections.

Lies about our elections, whether intentional falsehoods or pervasive misunderstandings, endanger both the democratic system and the people who administer our elections. In 2020, local election workers, working with state and federal officials, successfully administered an election that security officials deemed the “most secure in American history” despite the unprecedented pressures of a global pandemic, election law changes, and dramatically increased voter turnout.¹ Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies, election watchdogs, and experts confirmed that this election was carried out without widespread fraud that could have changed election outcomes. Nevertheless, election officials have been continuously vilified by conspiracy theorists led by former President Donald Trump and his supporters.

The threat posed to American democracy by election misinformation has changed and increased dramatically in the past two years. Prior to the 2020 election, many election officials and experts were concerned about the danger of foreign actors using false information to influence voters’ actions—including lies about candidates and about when and how to vote. The Committee’s investigations make clear that the greatest current threat to democratic legitimacy now comes from lies by domestic actors who seek to convince Americans that their election systems are fraudulent, corrupt, or insecure. As the President of the Election Officials of Arizona explained to the Committee: “Election Officials started battling this problem in 2019, nearly a year before the 2020 Election. … [W]e’re still battling it to counter the harm done to election integrity. Frankly, it’s exhausting and dangerous.”

Earlier this year, the Oversight Committee and the Committee on House Administration launched an investigation to gather information directly from local election officials about the threat posed by election misinformation. On April 21, 2022, the Committees sent request letters to organizations of election officials in Arizona, Florida, Ohio, and Texas—states where election misinformation appeared to be having a significant impact.

The investigation uncovered that coordinated campaigns of election disinformation are disrupting the crucial work of local election officials, subjecting these Americans to violent threats, and overwhelming the limited resources available to provide accurate information to voters and protect the integrity of our democratic system. The findings indicate that strong federal leadership is needed to support the state and local officials responsible for running our elections.

In particular, the Committee found the following:

- **Disinformation campaigns carried out by malicious domestic actors are eroding trust in our democracy and disrupting the operation of election offices.**
  
  o In Florida, election offices across the state have “been consumed with responding to numerous public records requests, debunking election myths, and increasing voter education efforts to strengthen voter confidence in the elections process.”
  
  o In Arizona, lies about election integrity led to people “distracting us to the point where we can’t get our real work done.” As each new false allegation of voter fraud is released, “the angry phone calls and threats start anew.”

- **Election administrators have attempted to counter lies about election practices, but they lack adequate resources and funding.**
  
  o Officials in Arizona, Florida, Ohio, and Texas have taken steps—from creating public websites, to improving voter outreach, to offering tours of their offices—to try to restore public faith the election process.
  
  o The President of the Florida Supervisors of Elections expressed a need for additional investments in voter education that are beyond the budgetary capacity of the Florida Supervisors of Elections.
  
  o The President of the Election Officials of Arizona mirrored these calls for additional resources, asking for a permanent, dedicated stream of federal Help America Vote Act grant funds for the improvement and maintenance of voting equipment, in addition to improvements in the federal voting system certification process.

- **Misinformation led to violent death threats against local election officials, often inspired by comments from right-wing politicians and activists, leading many experienced officials to leave their positions.**
  
  o In Texas, “personal attacks on national media outlets” led to alarming threats against an election administrator, including a social media call to “hang him when convicted for fraud and let his lifeless body hang in public until maggots drip out of his mouth” and messages threatening his children, stating, “I think we should end your bloodline.”
  
  o In Florida, Alex Jones, Roger Stone, and Mike Lindell spread conspiracy theories about one election official for responding to false allegations of fraud. Mr. Jones and Mr. Stone called out that election supervisor by
name, publicized his phone number, and encouraged listeners to tell the supervisor “that they are watching him, that he is a piece of crap, and that these are their elections.” The elections office was inundated with phone calls from voters across the country.

- As the President of the Election Officials of Arizona explained:

  The fact so many of us are leaving the field should concern every person across the country. … These jobs are complicated and difficult enough during normal times, but what employee, in any industry, wants to come to work every day to be villainized in the news, online, stalked, or threatened by angry members of the public?

- **Election officials expressed concerns about dangerous, misinformation-driven, so-called “election integrity” laws that threaten to undermine the voting process in future elections.**

  - The President of the Election Officials of Arizona reported they “have spent hundreds of hours combating legislation that would be harmful to voters, impossible to enact, or at a huge cost to county taxpayers since counties are responsible for the cost of conducting elections.”

  - The President of the Florida Supervisors of Election noted that the passage of new election laws “has magnified the belief” in misinformation about elections:

    > [T]he new election laws require substantial voter education efforts by local Supervisors of Elections, and costly changes to their educational publications, election worker training materials, videos, manuals, etc., to incorporate the new requirements.

  - The President of the Texas Association of Election Administrators reported that public testimony during state legislative debates over election law changes “frequently included broad generalizations of alleged fraud during the conduct of the elections and by mail ballot, purported violations of the Election Code, interference with poll watchers, and repeated misleading information about actions taken by the Harris County clerk responsible for the November 2020 election.”

These findings build on the Committee’s previous investigations into fraudulent election audits in Arizona and New Mexico, which revealed that a network of malicious actors is encouraging local elected officials across the country to undermine the integrity of their election systems. These fraudulent audits generate a feedback loop of more misinformation, increased pressure on election officials, and disruptive legislation, paving the way for bad actors to seek to overturn valid election results.
The findings of this investigation highlight the urgent need to implement a federal whole-of-government plan to support local and state election officials as they respond to misinformation and share accurate information with voters. This response must also include vigorous law enforcement efforts to protect election officials from harassment and violence.

I. THE COMMITTEE’S INVESTIGATION OF ELECTION MISINFORMATION

The Committee has been investigating the impact of false election information on our democracy for more than a year. This includes disinformation—false claims that are deliberately created and distributed with the intent to cause harm—as well as misinformation—false information that is shared without ill intent. It also includes malinformation—factual information that is used out of context with the intent to cause harm. This report uses the term “misinformation” to broadly refer to all three and uses the term disinformation when deliberate ill intent is clear. This false information contributes to the risk of election subversion—which one expert described as any attempt “to mess with the counting or aggregation of ballots, or to prevent an election winner from taking office.”

Fraudulent audits of the 2020 election emerged last year as a key driver of election misinformation. The Committee investigated two such audits: in Maricopa County, Arizona, and Otero County, New Mexico. In both cases certain Republican elected officials inspired by falsehoods about voter fraud ignored the advice of election professionals and hired unaccredited companies run by conspiracy theorists to investigate their voting systems.

In 2021, the Committee investigated the flawed audit of Maricopa County’s 2020 election results. At an October 7, 2021, hearing, Republican officials from Maricopa County stood up against the lies spread by the audit and told the Committee that the audit failed to find any evidence of fraud or any legitimate reason to doubt the election results. Nevertheless, the audit undermined public confidence in elections and fostered efforts across the country to suppress votes and subvert elections.

In Otero County, the company hired to conduct the audit and canvass of voters withdrew after the Committee launched its investigation. However, a conspiracist group, whose leaders called for “arrests,” “prosecutions,” and “firing squads” for those who carried out the imaginary
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5 EchoMail Finds No Election Fraud in Otero County, Door-to-Door Canvass to Continue, Alamogordo Daily News (May 11, 2022) (online at www.alamogordonews.com/story/community/2022/05/11/forensic-audit-2020-election-finds-no-election-fraud-otero-county-new-mexico-echomail/9715355002/).
fraud, continued with their canvassing efforts. Citing the purported findings of these canvassing efforts, the Otero County Commission refused to certify the results of their June 2022 primary election. Only after the State Supreme Court, at the behest of the Secretary of State, stepped in did the Commission certify the election results.

On April 21, 2022, the Oversight Committee and the Committee on House Administration sent letters to the leaders of organizations of election officials in Arizona, Florida, Ohio, and Texas. Reports indicate that election misinformation is having a significant impact in each of these states. The Committees’ letter requested information about the ongoing effects of misinformation on state and local officials’ ability to administer elections, as well as information on how federal agencies can assist local election officials in combatting lies about election processes and results. This report describes the information obtained in response to these inquiries.

II. FINDINGS: UNPRECEDENTED HARM FROM ELECTION MISINFORMATION

A. Disinformation Campaigns Carried Out by Malicious Domestic Actors Are Eroding Trust in Our Democracy and Disrupting the Operation of Election Offices

Leading up to the 2020 presidential election, misinformation about all aspects of the voting process surged. The coronavirus pandemic created a unique environment for voter confusion as states sought to adapt their rules on registering and voting by mail, creating opportunities for online misinformation to spread widely across the country.

After the election, some elected officials leveraged voters’ distrust to question the election results by espousing the “Big Lie”—the false claim that former President Donald Trump was the true winner of the 2020 election. These elected officials carried a dangerous message: that election administrators were to blame for the “stolen” election. Proponents of the Big Lie
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spread their conspiracy theory by filing over 60 failed lawsuits challenging election results and publicly threatening election administrators.\textsuperscript{11}

Election administrators informed the Committee that responding to the influx of threats and disinformation required hours of work and increased security that made it more difficult for them to do their jobs. The President of the Election Officials of Arizona reported to the Committee that responding to the surge of concerns about voting by mail was “distracting us to the point where we can’t get our real work done.” As each new false allegation of voter fraud was released and spread online, “the angry phone calls and threats start anew.”\textsuperscript{12} The President of the Florida Supervisors of Election told the Committee they “have been consumed with responding to numerous public records requests, debunking election myths, and increasing voter education efforts to strengthen voter confidence in the elections process.”\textsuperscript{13}

This trend has played out across the country, regardless of states’ political leanings.\textsuperscript{14} For example, ahead of Detroit’s August 2, 2022, primary election, additional security and police presence were needed to harden polling locations and ballot processing centers due to concerns of possible disruption. Detroit City Clerk Janice Winfrey noted that bad actors from 2020 are “the reason why we’ve beefed up security.”\textsuperscript{15} These new pressures on election officials make their core job of running elections far more difficult by draining already scarce resources and undermining public confidence in election processes.

The mounting pressures facing election workers and administrators are compounded by a vicious cycle of misinformation intended to reduce public faith in our election system. State and local election administrators are being called on to play an increasingly critical role in restoring public confidence in our electoral process.\textsuperscript{16} A late 2021 National Public Radio/Ipsos poll found that 64\% of Americans believe that democracy was “in crisis and at risk of failing,” and an

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{12} Letter from Lisa M. Marra, Cochise County Election Department, to Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney, Committee on Oversight and Reform (May 4, 2022).
  \item \textsuperscript{13} Letter from Wesley Wilcox, Marion County Supervisor of Elections, to Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney, Committee on Oversight and Reform, and Chairperson Zoe Lofgren, Committee on House Administration (May 4, 2022).
  \item \textsuperscript{14} \textit{Id.}; see also \textit{Western Massachusetts Town Clerk Says Local Officials Overwhelmed by “Predatory Records Requests.”} New England Public Media (July 14, 2022) (online at www.nepm.org/regional-news/2022-07-14/western-massachusetts-town-clerk-says-local-officials-overwhelmed-by-predatory-records-requests).
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  \item \textsuperscript{16} \textit{Election Officials Are on the Frontlines of Defending Democracy. They Didn’t Sign Up for This.}, Politico (May 17, 2022) (online at www.politico.com/news/2022/02/16/elections-officials-disinformation-midterms-0009285).
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ABC/Ipsos poll found only 20% of the public felt very confident about the integrity of the American election system.\(^\text{17}\)

The investigation found that deliberate disinformation in 2020 directly contributed to this degraded voter confidence. In Florida, voters are contacting election offices to “remove themselves from the voter rolls, stating that they have chosen not to vote due to mistrust in the elections process.”\(^\text{18}\) The President of the Ohio Association of Election Officials explained that “[a]ll claims based on misinformation or disinformation have the effect of diminishing voter confidence and eroding trust in the elections system.”\(^\text{19}\) In Arizona, election lies continue to have a pronounced effect on voter confidence in 2022: “The continued spread of misinformation and the deliberate spreading of disinformation by those in positions of authority solely to undermine voter confidence continues to overwhelm our state.”\(^\text{20}\)

### B. Election Administrators Have Attempted to Counter Lies About Election Practices, but They Lack Sufficient Resources and Funding

Local election officials reported undertaking a wide array of initiatives during and after the 2020 election to counter misinformation. These included the creation of official websites focused on debunking common election myths, guided public tours of local elections operations, and partnerships with non-profits to fund voter education and outreach.

Ohio officials published a website, Ohioballotfacts.org, that provided trustworthy and reliable information about Ohio’s elections.\(^\text{21}\) The Florida Supervisors of Elections provided guided tours of their local election operations and formed a public relations work group to “develop communications and resources to combat misinformation, bolster voter confidence in Florida’s elections, and identify election officials as the sources of trusted election information.”\(^\text{22}\) Texas election administrators reported public information projects that include improving social media outreach so voters can quickly contact county election officials with
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\(^{20}\) Letter from Lisa M. Marra, Cochise County Election Department, to Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney, Committee on Oversight and Reform (May 4, 2022).


\(^{22}\) Letter from Wesley Wilcox, Marion County Supervisor of Elections, to Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney, Committee on Oversight and Reform, and Chairperson Zoe Lofgren, Committee on House Administration (May 4, 2022).
concerns or questions. Arizona election officials reported conducting voter outreach and creating websites with information about Arizona elections.

The persistence of election misinformation underscores the importance of these efforts and the critical need for increased planning and resources to counter such threats. Election officials in almost every state in the country accepted private grants to help administer the 2020 election. For example, nine of Arizona’s counties requested a total of $5 million in grant funding for protective equipment for staff and voter education and outreach efforts. However, new laws in Arizona and several other states prohibited the acceptance of private funds but failed to increase state funding for elections to fill the gap.

The investigation’s findings suggest that the federal government must do much more to support election administrators in their fight against election lies, including through reliable, robust grant funding to ensure local election officials have sufficient resources to administer elections and counter damaging election lies. The President of the Election Officials of Arizona told the Committee, “We never know if [election assistance] funding will be put into the Federal budget. Elections and the security around them cost money. It’s important these funds are something states, and counties can rely on every cycle.”

C. Misinformation Led to Violent Death Threats Against Local Election Officials, Often Inspired by Comments by Right-wing Politicians and Activists, Leading Many Experienced Officials to Leave Their Positions

The investigation revealed that local election officials were singled out by politicians with a national platform, leading to unprecedented threats and harassment. For example, after out-of-state candidates singled out a Texas election official following the 2020 election, threats towards this official quickly escalated and included his family and staff. According to a Texas election official: “Social media messages included, ‘hunt him down,’ ‘needs to leave Texas and U.S. as soon as possible,’ and ‘hang him when convicted for fraud and let his lifeless body hang in public until maggots drip out of his mouth.’” That same Texas election administrator had to call law enforcement when his home address was leaked, calls for physical violence increased.

23 Letter from Remi Garza, Texas Association of Elections Administrators, to Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney, Committee on Oversight and Reform, and Chairperson Zoe Lofgren, Committee on House Administration (June 23, 2022).

24 Letter from Lisa M. Marra, Cochise County Election Department, to Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney, Committee on Oversight and Reform (May 4, 2022).
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against him and, “perhaps most disturbing, messages threatening his children, saying, ‘I think we should end your bloodline.’”

In Arizona, voters’ unprecedented number of concerns about early voting by mail—a voting method commonly used by Arizonans for decades—was directly connected to lies spread by the Trump campaign. The President of the Election Officials of Arizona told the Committee: “We had many people demanding to know exactly when their ballot was counted because ‘the President told them to.’ Word for word, every phone call, indicating deliberate messaging.”

In Florida, Alex Jones, Roger Stone, Mike Lindell, and other right-wing personalities spread conspiracy theories about one election supervisor’s administration of the election. Jones and Stone called out the election supervisor by name, publicized his office phone number, and encouraged listeners to call and tell the supervisor “that they are watching him, that he is a piece of crap, and that these are their elections.”

His local elections office was inundated with phone calls from angry conspiracy theorists from across the country.

Election administrators reiterated to the Committee their concerns about staffing ahead of the 2022 midterms. As the President of the Election Officials of Arizona explained, “[T]he job of an Election Official has changed dramatically over the years and it’s not a position that just anyone can learn in a few short months. It takes years to become an industry expert. The fact so many of us are leaving the field should concern every person across the country.”

With one in five election workers reporting they are unlikely to remain in their positions through the next presidential election, the struggle to recruit and train new officials is especially dire. “These jobs are complicated and difficult enough during normal times,” stated the President of the Election Officials of Arizona, “but what employee, in any industry, wants to come to work every day to be villainized in the news, online, stalked or threatened by angry members of the public?” As recruiting becomes more challenging and fewer people run for these offices, the risk of those vacancies being filled by ‘Big Lie’ proponents rises.

28 Id.
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D. Election Officials Expressed Concerns About Dangerous, Misinformation-driven, So-called “Election Integrity” Laws that Threaten to Undermine the Voting Process in Future Elections

The spread of misinformation and conspiracies of election officials and workers committing fraud in the 2020 presidential election created an environment ripe for abuse, and state legislators have since introduced and passed hundreds of election laws based on the Big Lie. Some of these bills would give partisan legislators more control over non-partisan election systems, while simultaneously making it more difficult for election officials to effectively do their jobs.

The President of the Florida Supervisors of Election told the Committee that intentional lies, confusion, and misunderstandings about election processes led to the introduction and passage of election laws by the Florida legislature. They explained that “the dialogue of the legislative debates over election laws, as well as the passage of the bills, has magnified the belief in the MDM (mis-, dis, and malinformation) and made the task of restoring voter trust in the elections process much more difficult for Florida Supervisors of Elections.”

During state legislative debates over election law changes in Texas, the President of the Texas Association of Election Administrators noted that “[p]ublic testimony frequently included broad generalizations of alleged fraud during the conduct of the elections and by mail ballot, purported violations of the Election Code, interference with poll watchers, and repeated misleading information about actions taken by the Harris County clerk responsible for the November 2020 election.”

The President of the Ohio Association of Election Officials reported that during legislative debates over new election laws a false narrative circulated that the acceptance of outside grant funding was a form of undue influence.
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The President of the Election Officials of Arizona reported having “spent hundreds of hours combating legislation that would be harmful to voters, impossible to enact, or at a huge cost to county taxpayers since counties are responsible for the cost of conducting elections.”

The President of the Texas Association of Election Administrators reported to the Committee that so-called “election integrity” bills were not only inspired by false information about the election process, but were also sometimes impossible for election administrators to implement. Despite efforts by local election officials to explain the “possible unintended consequences” of the laws they were debating, the Texas state legislature enacted a requirement for voting machines to produce a paper record without providing the necessary funds to cover the costs of converting existing equipment to comply. Additionally, the legislature enacted requirements that “current certified election systems providers indicate … is not possible.”

A recent report found that, in 2022 alone, over 200 state-level bills inspired by the Big Lie have been introduced that politicize, criminalize, or otherwise interfere with nonpartisan election administration. These laws not only undermine the proper functioning of election systems, but also fuel the disinformation cycle by giving credence to conspiracy theories, signaling that there must have previously been something amiss with the state’s election systems to warrant such changes.

E. Disinformation Drove Reckless and Fraudulent Audits

The Committee has previously investigated partisan election “audits” carried out in Maricopa County, Arizona, and Otero County, New Mexico. Both investigations highlight the grave harm that could result from such efforts.

In April 2021, led by radical members of Arizona’s Republican party, the Arizona State Senate launched a costly audit of the 2020 election results in Maricopa County, despite clear, bipartisan consensus among county officials and outside experts that the election results were valid, that no significant fraud occurred, and that this additional audit served no legitimate purpose.

---

42 Letter from Lisa M. Marra, Cochise County Election Department, to Chairwoman Carolyn B. Maloney, Committee on Oversight and Reform (May 4, 2022).
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Cyber Ninjas, a Florida-based cyber security firm with no experience in elections, was chosen by Arizona State Senate Republicans to lead a team of private companies to conduct the audit, despite its lack of any federal accreditation. Douglas Logan, Chief Executive Officer and Principal Consultant of Cyber Ninjas, repeatedly embraced election conspiracy theories, alleging on social media that the 2020 presidential election was rigged against former President Trump and working with associates of President Trump on a failed lawsuit that sought to overturn the election result in Michigan. The Committee sought information from Mr. Logan on Cyber Ninjas’ role in the “audit,” but Cyber Ninjas refused to comply with the request, and Mr. Logan declined to testify before the Committee.

On October 7, 2021, the Committee held a hearing titled “Assessing the Election Audit in Arizona and Threats to American Democracy.” Despite being the target of constant threats and harassment inspired by the fraudulent audit, two Republican members of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors—Chairman Jack Sellers and Vice Chairman Bill Gates—testified to the harm that the Cyber Ninjas’ audit had caused. Supervisor Sellers testified that the goal of the audit was not to provide transparency or find facts. Rather, it was an opportunity for “those who don’t care what the facts are” to “gain political power and raise money by fostering mistrust” of the election system. Vice Chairman Gates explained that he chose to testify to “speak out against those that are passing off this disinformation and those that would call on legitimate elections to be decertified.” He described the spread of disinformation, violent threats, and danger of election subversion unleashed by former President Trump’s supporters since the 2020 election as “the biggest threat to our democracy in my lifetime.”

On March 16, 2022, the Oversight Committee began an investigation into another concerning “audit” and canvass of voters in Otero County, New Mexico. The audit had been
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49 Audit Leader Doug Logan Appears in Conspiracy Theorist Election Film, AZ Mirror (June 26, 2021) (online at www.azmirror.com/2021/06/26/audit-leader-doug-logan-appears-in-conspiracy-theorist-election-film/).


52 Committee on Oversight and Reform, Hearing on Assessing the Election “Audit” in Arizona and Threats to American Democracy (Oct. 7, 2021) (online at https://docs.house.gov/meetings/GO/GO00/20211007/114111/HHRG-117-GO00-Transcript-20211007.pdf).
authorized by the Otero County Commission at the behest of conspiracy theorists David and Erin Clements. In his advocacy for the audit, David Clements called for “arrests,” “prosecutions,” and “firing squads” for those who carried out the imaginary fraud he was pursuing. The Committee found that these efforts were inspired by unproven conspiracy theories, and that the canvass in particular posed a substantial threat of voter intimidation. EchoMail, the software company hired by the county to conduct the “audit,” withdrew from the effort after the Committee launched its investigation. Mr. and Mrs. Clements, however, continued the canvassing effort and used their notoriety to attract attention and donations as part of a network of election conspiracy theorists.

The Otero County Commission refused to certify the results of their June 2022 primary election due to the report of supposed fraud produced by the vigilante canvassers. The results were certified only after the New Mexico Supreme Court issued a writ of mandamus, compelling local officials to declare the results.

Both the audits and the certification disputes investigated by the Committee generated a fog of lies and confusion without producing any evidence of election fraud. Fraudulent audits and unfounded refusals to certify election results may multiply during the 2022 midterms, further damaging trust in the electoral process.

III. ANALYSIS: THE DEMOCRACY EROSION ENGINE

The Committee’s investigations found that the spread of false information about elections harms nearly every element of election administration. For the past two years, election misinformation in the United States has often followed a feedback loop that produces more false information, heightens threats and pressures on election administrators, and increases the possibility of election subversion.


55 Election Deniers Are Spreading Misinformation Nationwide. Here Are 4 Things to Know, National Public Radio (July 5, 2022) (online at www.npr.org/2022/07/05/1109538056/election-deniers-are-spreading-misinformation-nationwide-here-are-4-things-to-kn).

56 These Candidates Lost Badly, But Now Are Claiming Fraud, National Public Radio (July 2, 2022) (online at www.npr.org/2022/07/02/1109442956/these-candidates-lost-badly-but-now-are-claiming-fraud).


As particular lies or misunderstandings about some element of the 2020 election emerged, they attracted advocates who pushed them into circulation. Once enough confusion and uncertainty about the election built up in an area, bad faith actors seeking money or attention—grifters—encouraged elected officials to authorize audits or investigations of the election system. These audits generated money and attention for their proponents, increased pressure on election officials, and produced additional misinformation about election processes. Conspiracy theorist candidates across the country have gained notoriety and run for office with the explicit goal of overturning election results.

The spread of misinformation about the 2020 election placed extraordinary pressure on election administrators, who are now besieged by coordinated campaigns of records requests and bad faith inquiries. State legislatures took advantage of the confusion and pressure created by suddenly widespread concerns about election fraud to pass laws that criminalize minor errors by election officials and allow partisan actors to intervene in ballot counting and certification. Those laws, combined with the confusion and mistrust sown by misinformation for the past two years, have paved multiple pathways for the future subversion of legitimate election results.

The Committee’s investigations demonstrate that lies and confusion about the 2020 election are an ongoing threat to representative democracy. The graphic below illustrates common steps in this process. The enactment of subversive state laws, the election of an election denying secretary of state, or the launching of a fraudulent audit all increase the danger of election subversion.
The fraudulent audit, canvass, and subversion that the Committee investigated in Otero County provided a stark example of this process:

1. **Misinformation** about the 2020 election spread freely in Otero County, including among elected officials. One of the County Commissioners joined the insurrectionist mob that stormed the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021, and continued to spread conspiracy theories despite his federal misdemeanor conviction.\(^{59}\)

2. **Grifters** then took advantage of the Commissioners’ belief that something was wrong with the 2020 election. Erin and David Clements, right-wing activists who had made a name for themselves by spreading coronavirus and election conspiracy theories, persuaded the Commissioners to let them audit and canvass the county’s voter rolls.\(^{60}\) At the Clements’ recommendation, the county hired EchoMail, a technology company that had been a subcontractor on the Maricopa County audit the previous year, to conduct the audit at the cost of $50,000.

3. As unvetted volunteers knocked on doors, spreading confusion and fear among voters, the Clementses went on the road and on the air, using their work in Otero to spread further misinformation and **gain personal wealth and notoriety**.\(^{61}\) Though precise figures have not been disclosed, the Clementses raised tens of thousands of dollars and gained recognition in the “Stop the Steal” movement.\(^{62}\)

4. The audit and canvass dramatically **increased pressure on election officials** in Otero County and throughout New Mexico. The Otero County Clerk, a Republican, was “against this from the beginning” and forcefully defended the

---


integrity of her office’s work against an avalanche of conspiracy theories. She felt “attacked” by her own county commissioners and expressed her desire to leave office before her term expired. The County Clerk had to expend limited resources to make ballots safely available to the auditors and to field calls from voters concerned about the canvassers. The New Mexico Secretary of State, who sought to ensure that the county commissioners abided by state law, received threats to her safety that were referred to federal investigators.

5. The Republican nominee for New Mexico Secretary of State, who has spread misinformation about the 2020 election while running for office, endorsed and encouraged the Otero audit. She also called for a statewide audit and for county commissioners to illegally refuse to certify primary election results.

6. The Otero County Commissioners sought to ban ballot drop boxes and voting machines in county elections. Though the effort was unlawful, it reflected the broader movement, driven by misinformation, to enact laws that weaken election administration. Republican elected officials in New Mexico have capitalized on the Otero County audit and resulting controversy to push for new restrictive state voting laws.

7. Despite the audit finding no evidence of fraud, the County Commissioners attempted to subvert the June 2022 primary election by refusing to certify the

---
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The election was only certified after the New Mexico Supreme Court issued a writ of mandamus, compelling local officials to follow the law.\textsuperscript{72}

IV. **RECOMMENDATIONS**

The Committee’s investigation has shown that our democracy faces serious ongoing threats. These investigative findings indicate that federal action is needed, including the creation of a federal whole-of-government plan to support state and local officials as they counter election rumors and lies.

A. **Executive Actions**

The President should designate a lead federal agency or office to support state and local efforts to counter election misinformation. He should direct relevant agencies to coordinate with the lead agency on overall approaches, chains of communication, and best practices for advancing accurate information about the election process. The lead agency should establish and maintain contact with state and local election administrators and other organizations that engage in voter contact and registration, as well as social media and legacy media platforms.

All relevant federal agencies should use their authorities in coordination with the lead agency to support state and local election officials’ efforts to counter misinformation during and after elections. Such efforts may include providing fact-checking throughout the election cycle and providing resources and assistance for cybersecurity and personal security to election administrators as votes are cast, counted, and certified.\textsuperscript{73} This approach aligns with the recommendations local election officials made to the Committee as well as recommendations from organizations specializing in countering misinformation and strengthening election system resilience.\textsuperscript{74}

\begin{itemize}
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During the 2020 election, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency’s (CISA) “Rumor Control” website sought to counter election misinformation. CISA should continue to update this site to respond to national misinformation narratives. Trusted local voices, however, are the most effective messengers against misinformation.\(^7^5\) CISA’s Mis-, Dis-, and Malinformation Team should coordinate with state authorities to encourage state-level “Rumor Control” websites to counter misinformation spreading in their communities.

In addition, the Department of Justice must aggressively pursue criminal and civil enforcement against those who threaten or harass election administrators. The Department’s Election Threats Task Force, created in 2021, should continue and be expanded.\(^7^6\) As recommended by the Alliance for Securing Democracy, the Task Force should publicly clarify relevant federal legal definitions and authorities by releasing:

Additional guidance for local law enforcement, FBI’s field offices, and others who work on the front lines of elections that shows how federal laws can be used to deter threats and hold those accountable who threaten election officials.\(^7^7\)

**B. Legislative Actions**

Congress should pass legislation to address the funding gap for election jurisdictions across the country and to counter threats to election officials. Enacting regular, yearly appropriations for election funding will allow election officials to invest in physical and cyber security and modernize election equipment. These investments will decrease the likelihood of a mistake or security breach that would imperil election legitimacy while also providing election officials with protection against the violent threats they continue to endure. In addition, Congress should provide emergency funding to the Election Assistance Commission to distribute to state and local election officials for the 2022 election cycle to account for increased security costs and other unprecedented election expenses.\(^7^8\)

To counter malicious actors threatening violence against election officials, Congress should also enact meaningful statutory penalties for anyone who threatens election officials and

\(^7^5\) New Data Sheds Light on One Method to Combat Election Lies, National Public Radio (Aug. 5, 2022) (online at www.npr.org/2022/08/05/1115262313/research-how-to-fight-election-misinformation); Election Officials Are on the Frontlines of Defending Democracy. They Didn’t Sign up for This., Politico (Feb. 16, 2022) (online at www.politico.com/news/2022/02/16/elections-officials-disinformation-midterms-0009285).


\(^7^8\) The Center for Public Integrity, Another Threat to 2022 Elections: A Lack of Paper (July 15, 2022) (online at https://publicintegrity.org/inside-publici/newsletters/watchdog-newsletter/threat-to-elections-voter-registration-lack-of-paper/).
There have been over 1,000 hostile contacts reported by election officials in the past year, with over 50% of those threats occurring in states that “underwent 2020 post-election lawsuits, recounts, and audits, such as Arizona, Georgia, Colorado, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Nevada, and Wisconsin.”

Because these threats will only increase with the upcoming elections, Congress should strengthen the laws protecting election officials from harm.

V. CONCLUSION

The danger posed by election lies has grown increasingly dire in the past two years. As the President of the Texas Association of Elections Administrators told the Committee, “the November 2020 election was considered by most to be fair, secure, and safe.” However, he noted that as misinformation about voting processes and election integrity spread unchecked, “That impression changed significantly among some in early 2021, and few resources were available to counter false and misleading claims.” In the following year, the Texas legislature passed new voting laws that criminalized normal elements of the elections process and imposed substantial burdens on local election officials. As the 2022 midterm elections approach, election officials in Texas and across the country “face harassment, forensic audits, new civil and criminal penalties, threats, and unsubstantiated accusations of fraud.”

Misinformation about election integrity increases the likelihood that bad-faith actors will successfully subvert legitimate election results. The spread of lies and distorted information about how votes are cast and counted, who is voting, and who is doing the counting, creates
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opportunities for bad faith actors to prevent the legitimate winner of an election from taking office.\textsuperscript{84}

The United States weathered a large-scale disinformation-driven election subversion effort after the 2020 election. The violent insurrection at the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021, was the result of election-related conspiracy theories, which were amplified with the goal of overturning the 2020 election. Former President Trump and his allies engaged in a coordinated strategy to stoke distrust in our institutions, make overt calls for violence, and subvert the legitimate election process.\textsuperscript{85}

The risk of subversion of future elections remains high. Local election officials are on the frontlines of this crisis. Now more than ever, they need the resources and support that only the federal government can provide. A federal whole-of-government response to this growing crisis is an urgent necessity.
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